STUDENT “T-SHIRT and SKIT CONTEST”
All Louisiana State Radiologic Technology Students registered for the meeting may participate
in the T-Shirt Contest. This will be held immediately preceding the quiz bowl. Each program
will select 2 members from their program to present the School’s T-shirt to a panel of judges.
The T-shirt can be presented in “skit” fashion, if so desired. There will be 2 judges judging the
actual T-shirt itself and 2 judges judging only the skit. This will be 2 separate judging’s at the
same time. You can participate in the T-shirt contest and not the skit contest.



















Rules for T-Shirt Contest
2 individuals presenting the T-Shirt (1 wearing it, and one presenting the shirt)
Shirt must be presented in 2 minutes or less ( if goes over 2 minutes, will be disqualified)
Must be ready to present prior to the quiz bowl (typically 1pm on Thursday at the LSRT
Annual Meeting)
Rules for Skit Contest
Skits may be performed along with the presentation of the T-shirt (same 2 individuals)
The same 2 minute presentation must be adhered to.
Small props that help advance the presentation are fine. Large bulky props are prohibited.
Quality of the performance will be part of the competition.
Language, actions and props must not be considered inappropriate or unprofessional.
Inability to follow the rules will result in disqualification.
The only prize for the Skit portion of the T-shirt competition will be a certificate.
Judging
A panel of four (4) judges will be selected by the Chairman of Student Affairs
Committee. 2 will judge the actual T-shirt and 2 will judge the skit (2 different
competitions presented at the same time)
Judges will use only the approved scoring grid.
The judges scores will be tallied and then averaged for the T-shirt Contest and The skit
Contest separately.
The program with the highest score will be declared the winner.
The winner of the T-Shirt contest will receive a $100 check made out to the program.
The skit is judged separately and is not part of the $100 prize.
The winner of the Skit Contest will be announced and a Winning Certificate will be
given.

Judges will rate the T-shirt from 1-10 (1=poor, 10=excellent) in each of the following
categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Subject content pertains to medical imaging
Creativity (the way the design is used to present the message)
Originality (Their design and not something previously used)
Visual Presentation (too busy =1, pleasant =10)
Presentation of T-shirt to audience (Speaker was able to speak clearly and project their

voice). The skit is judged separately.
6. Color selection (appropriate to the theme of T-shirt with good contrast to enhance
design)
7. Would someone in radiology understand meaning without having to ask for an
explanation?
8. Language acceptable

Judges will rate the presentation of the Skit from 1-5 (1=poor, 5=excellent) in each of the
following categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Creativity
Spirit
Message communicated effectively (speak clearly, educational value, appropriate)
Overall Quality of performance

